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Abstract One decade of time-variable gravity field observations from the GRACE satellite mission reveals
low-frequency ocean bottom pressure (OBP) variability of up to 2.5 hPa centered at the northern flank of
the subtropical gyre in the North Pacific. From a 145 year-long simulation with a coupled chemistry climate
model, OBP variability is found to be related to the prevailing atmospheric sea-level pressure and surface
wind conditions in the larger North Pacific area. The dominating atmospheric pressure patterns obtained
from the climate model run allow in combination with ERA-Interim sea-level pressure and surface winds a
reconstruction of the OBP variability in the North Pacific from atmospheric model data only, which corre-
lates favorably (r50.7) with GRACE ocean bottom pressure observations. The regression results indicate that
GRACE-based OBP observations are indeed sensitive to changes in the prevailing sea-level pressure and
thus surface wind conditions in the North Pacific, thereby opening opportunities to constrain atmospheric
models from satellite gravity observations over the oceans.

1. Introduction

Observations of temporal variations of the Earth’s gravity field from the satellite mission GRACE [Tapley et al.
2004] present a new way of monitoring a wide range of Earth system dynamics that are related to large-
scale mass transports. Over the continents, the mission is in particular sensitive to several aspects of the ter-
restrial branch of the global water cycle: it allows to monitor the mass balance of continental ice-sheets and
glaciers [Jacob et al. 2012], the deep soil moisture variability and its consequences for drought and flood
potentials [Houborg et al. 2012], as well as groundwater depletion arising from growing water demands for
irrigation and human consumption in various densely populated regions of our planet [Voss et al. 2013].
With GRACE still in operation and the GRACE Follow-On mission in preparation for launch in 2017, the
observing concept is now in a good position to be considered as a contribution to the monitoring of ‘‘Essen-
tial Climate Variables’’ [Hollmann et al. 2013] as defined by the World Meteorological Organization.

Over the oceans, GRACE observations provide estimates of ocean bottom pressure (OBP) that allow to quan-
tify the eustatic contribution to global sea-level rise [Chambers and Willis 2010]. In addition, regionally vary-
ing signals in response to predominant atmospheric conditions are found in several areas outside the
tropics. In the Northern Pacific, for example, strong signals were found in the GRACE data all along the flank
between the subpolar and the subtropical gyre. Those OBP changes have been discussed in terms of sea-
sonal variations [Bingham and Hughes 2006], and also on interannual timescales [Song and Zlotnicki 2008].
Those previous studies conclude that the variability here is well explained by assuming that anomalies—i.e.,
deviations from the long-term mean—in barotropic ocean transports are in local balance with anomalies in
the curl of the surface wind stress.

By means of a correlation analysis, the latter has been related to time variations of the tropical atmosphere-
ocean phenomenon El Nino Southern Oscillation [Chambers 2011], without, however, identifying the actual
physical mechanism [see, e.g., Liu and Alexander 2007] behind the suggested teleconnection. The secular
trends as seen from GRACE in the same area have been, however, related to the Pacific Decadal Oscillation,
which is a prominent mode of extratropical natural climate variability [Cheng et al. 2013]. Since regional
sea-level in the North Pacific has risen over the period 1993–2010 with 5 mm/yr at a rate of about 1.5 times
the global average [Moon and Song 2013], and OBP variability contributes a significant fraction to it, it is
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important to clarify the dynamical mechanisms behind those changes in order to facilitate reliable sea-level
predictions for the future.

Recently, substantial advancements in GRACE data accuracy [Sakumura et al. 2014] have been realized as
the combined effect of various improvements in both the data processing of a number of different instru-
ments aboard the spacecraft, as well as in the accuracy of several geophysical background models. Those
improvements finally led to substantially more reliable OBP estimates from the GRACE release 05 gravity
fields in particular on regional scales [Chambers and Bonin 2012]. This increase in accuracy and the now
available full decade of data motivate us to revisit the question of what can be learned from OBP as
observed by GRACE in the North Pacific about the low frequency atmosphere-ocean variability. For this, we
utilize atmospheric reanalysis data from ERA-Interim [Dee et al. 2011], accompanied with simulated OBP
from a general ocean circulation model driven by atmospheric conditions obtained from the same data set.
The connections of OBP variability in the North Pacific to low-frequency climate phenomena are further
evaluated by means of long-term simulations of the natural climate variability with a state-of-the-art
coupled chemistry climate model, thereby allowing to discuss the information content GRACE might pro-
vide on the dynamical state of the climate system in the North Pacific area.

This work is structured as follows: section 2 describes all processing steps that are required to derive glob-
ally gridded ocean bottom pressure estimates from the time-variable gravity fields provided by the GRACE
processing centers. Section 3 introduces the two numerical experiments we use to reconstruct OBP in the
North Pacific: (i) from atmosphere and ocean state variables simulated with the climate model (section 4),
and (ii) from reanalysis sea-level pressure fields. The OBP of the latter reconstruction is then directly com-
pared to the GRACE observations (section 5). The relation of the observed low-frequency OBP variability is
subsequently discussed with respect to a number of modes of natural climate variability (section 6) that are
known to have an effect on the atmospheric conditions in the North Pacific area, before a summary is given
in the final section.

2. GRACE Ocean Bottom Pressure Observations

We use release 05 of GRACE monthly gravity field models from Deutsches GeoForschungsZentrum (GFZ) in
Potsdam, Germany [Dahle et al. 2012], which are publicly available at isdc.gfz-potsdam.de. The data are pro-
vided in terms of spherical harmonics that are complete to degree and order 90, and covers the time period
from January 2003 to December 2012. The post processing necessary to transform the time variations of
the gravity potential into gridded ocean bottom pressure estimates essentially follows the strategy chosen
by Bergmann and Dobslaw [2012], which is briefly summarized here: First, we add mean annual harmonics
of the degree-1 terms of the spherical harmonic expansion of the time-variable gravity field as obtained
from satellite laser ranging observations [Eanes 2000], since GRACE gravity fields are realized in the center-
of-mass reference frame and therefore do not provide variations of the geocenter. Further, we restore the
monthly mean of the Atmosphere Ocean De-Aliasing Level-1B Product [AOD1B] [Flechtner and Dobslaw
2013] applied during the GRACE gravity field processing to account for high-frequency nontidal mass vari-
ability by readding the so-called GAC product, which is provided together with the monthly gravity field
models.

Since only time variations of the gravity field are interpretable in terms of mass transport and thus OBP, we
subtract from each monthly solution a long-term average over the 10 year period considered. Spatial leak-
age of continental mass variations is reduced by subtracting 300 km Gaussian averaged fields over all conti-
nental landmasses [Wahr et al. 1998]. In order to account for the systematic errors inherent in the GRACE
observation geometry, an anisotropic two-point-kernel filter [DDK1; Kusche 2007] is applied, that also implic-
itly smoothes the signal in space to reduce noise. By assuming that the mass variability we are interested in
is concentrated in a thin layer of mass at the surface of the Earth, anomalies in the gravity potential are
unambiguously synthesized into gridded mass anomalies [Wahr et al. 1998], that are subsequently trans-
formed into OBP anomalies by incorporating the hydrostatic equation.

In total, five monthly gravity fields are missing (June 2003, January 2011, June 2011, May 2012, and October
2012) from the GRACE time series. During those months, instrumental data quality is limited due to either
environmental effects, low energy availability, or temporarily adverse orbit conditions that are typically
related to transitional repeat orbits with revisiting times of a few days only, thereby implying a substantially
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reduced spatial resolution of the global solutions. Next, we remove annual harmonics and secular trends for
every location in the gridded data set. Changes in the total mass of the water stored in the ocean basins
cause—apart from secondary effects, as self-attraction and loading [Tamisiea et al. 2010]—a globally homo-
geneous response in sea level and therefore also in OBP, as evidenced from numerical modeling studies
[Dobslaw and Thomas 2007b; Lorbacher et al. 2012], and satellite [Chambers and Willis 2010] and in situ
[Hughes et al. 2012] observations. Since we focus on regional OBP variability in this study, the global mean
OBP of each month is removed from every GRACE OBP grid point.

OBP variability from GRACE that is detrended, deseasonalized, and reduced for the effects of global eustatic
sea-level variations exhibits a standard deviation of up to 2.5 hPa along the northern flank of the subtropical
gyre around 180� E and 42� N in the North Pacific (Figure 1a). Spatial cross-correlations of the OBP field
with the time series at the point of the highest standard deviation (Figure 1b) indicate that the response is
largely in phase throughout the whole area.

3. Numerical Experiments with CESM and OMCT

In order to investigate the relations between OBP and large-scale atmospheric variability in more detail, we
utilize two different numerical model set-ups: a fully coupled chemistry climate model, and an ocean model
forced with atmospheric boundary conditions from a global reanalysis.

The first experiment is performed with NCAR’s Community Earth System Model [CESM, version 1.0.2; Gent
et al. 2011], that includes interactively coupled components for the atmosphere [Neale et al. 2013], the
ocean with sea ice [Danabasoglu et al. 2012], and the continental hydrosphere [Lawrence et al. 2011]. We
use the atmospheric module WACCM within CESM, which includes 66 levels up to an altitude of 140 km
[Marsh et al. 2013]. The horizontal resolution is 1.9� 3 2.5� for the atmosphere, and approximately 1� for the
curvilinear grid of the ocean module. In our experiment, we simulate the natural climate variability over 145
years by forcing it with a Solar Cycle that is spectrally resolved from the far-ultraviolet to the near-infrared
which is projected into the future by repeating the cycles 20–23 from the years 1965 to 2008. The externally
prescribed Quasi Biennial Oscillation is developed into Fourier coefficients based on observations from the
years 1954 to 2004, and then projected into the future. Greenhouse gas concentrations and ozone deplet-
ing substances are kept constant on a 1960s level, and changes in atmospheric aerosol content due to
major volcanic eruptions are not included. Atmospheric surface wind and pressure fields have been stored
as monthly means for the whole timespan of the experiment. OBP is calculated from the vertical integral of
the oceanic density and sea-level field following Ponte [1999]. Further details about this particular CESM
experiment are given in Petrick [2013].

Although the CESM experiment is assumed to represent the typical atmosphere-ocean variability in a statis-
tical sense, it cannot be expected to be directly comparable to observations in the time domain. We there-
fore employ a second experiment with the Ocean Model for Circulation and Tides [Thomas et al. 2001], that
is forced with atmospheric fields obtained from ECMWF’s most recent reanalysis ERA-Interim [Dee et al.
2011] for the period 1989–2012. OMCT is a direct descendant of the Hamburg Ocean Primitive Equation
Model [Drijfhout et al. 1996; Wolff et al. 1997] that has been adjusted to the weather timescale and coupled
with an ephemeral tidal module. The model is based on the non-linear balance equations for momentum,
the continuity equation, and conservation equations for heat and salt. The hydrostatic and the Boussinesq
approximations are applied. Sea-level, horizontal velocities, potential temperature, and salinity are calcu-
lated prognostically and vertical velocities are determined diagnostically from the incompressibility condi-
tion. The OMCT configuration applied in this study has a time step of 30 min, it is discretized on a 1.875�

regular grid, with 13 layers in the vertical. OBP variability simulated by this OMCT set-up has been discussed
in Dobslaw and Thomas [2007a], information on the decadal mean circulation is provided by Dobslaw
[2007]. Note that lunisolar gravitational tides are not included in the OMCT experiment employed here.

As for the GRACE data, simulated OBP time-series from both model runs are detrended, deseasonalized,
and reduced for effects due to variations in global eustatic sea level. Variability simulated by CESM in the
North Pacific (Figure 1c) is spatially consistent with GRACE, highest standard deviations of 2.5 hPa are found
at similar locations. OMCT mass anomalies have also comparable variabilities in the area (Figure 1e),
although a second prominent peak is identified further west at 160� E. Nevertheless, spatial cross correla-
tions with the time series at 180� E, 42� N are equally strong as for the GRACE data. Note that in the model
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results, boundaries between subtropical and subpolar gyres are more sharply defined than in the observa-
tions, which is related to the limited spatial resolution of GRACE after post processing with the DDK1 filter.

Since spatial cross correlations of low-frequency OBP from GRACE (Figure 1b) and both numerical experi-
ments (Figures 1d and 1f) consistently indicate a spatially homogeneous OBP variability in the North Pacific,
it is reasonable to describe this mass variability in the whole area by a scalar time-series only. For this, we
select all locations with cross correlations with the central point of at least 0.7 and a standard deviation of

Figure 1. Standard deviation of the deseasonalized and detrended OBP variations in the North Pacific as observed from GRACE (a), and as
simulated from CESM (c), and OMCT (e) numerical models; as well as spatial cross correlations of the OBP field from GRACE (b), CESM (d),
and OMCT (e) with the corresponding OBP at location 180� E, 42� N. The chosen position represents the point with the highest standard
deviation in the GRACE OBP field. White isolines indicate areas with standard deviations exceeding 1 hPa and spatial cross correlations
larger than 0.7, where OBP has been averaged to obtain corresponding time series that are representing the low-frequency OBP variability
in the area for GRACE observations and the two numerical experiments. In Figure 1c, isolines visualize the multiyear mean barotropic
stream function in order to indicate the extend of the gyres as simulated in the CESM experiment.
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at least 1 hPa, and average the OBP over that region. In the following sections, we primarily focus on the
time variability of the area-averaged OBP, and disregard any potential spatial variability within the area.

4. Reconstruction of OBP From CESM SLP

A theory for the seasonal variability of upper ocean dynamics that is still accepted has been synthesized by
Gill and Niiler [1973]. By assuming Ekman dynamics near the surface, and geostrophy as well as Sverdrup
dynamics in the interior, they found that gradients in the time-variable OBP are balanced by the sum of bar-
oclinic processes associated with density changes in the water column and the ocean’s response to time-
varying surface winds [cf. Gill and Niiler 1973, equation 5.3]. By means of scaling arguments, the authors
concluded that, outside the tropics, the barotropic response of the ocean to Ekman pumping is expected to
lead to notable OBP variability, whereas closer to the equator baroclinic processes start to dominate,
thereby largely compensating any wind effects on the OBP field.

Based on those theoretical arguments, we expect a strong influence of the surface winds on OBP anomalies.
In the monthly mean average, winds in the free troposphere are almost always in geostrophic balance. Sur-
face winds instead tend to cross isobars toward a low-pressure system, but they will nevertheless very close
to the geostrophic winds in both magnitude and direction, thereby allowing us to use atmospheric sea-
level pressure (SLP) as a scalar proxy for the surface winds. To identify the dominant pattern in SLP and thus
surface wind, we compute the Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF) of the SLP anomalies in the northern
hemisphere between 120� E and 240� E [Petrick 2013, equation (2.38)]. The associated Principal Compo-
nents (PC) are each normalized by their standard deviation, leaving the EOF patterns directly comparable in
amplitude. To additionally visualize the associated wind fields, each PC is regressed onto the zonal and
meridional component of the surface wind velocities [Petrick 2013, equation (2.41)] and the corresponding
patterns are overlaid to the four leading EOFs by means of arrows (Figure 2).

The first EOF of SLP is characterized by a high-amplitude region in the central North Pacific that is accompa-
nied by an equally strong but anticorrelated signal over the Arctic. It is closely associated with the strength
of the Aleutian Low and the Pacific North America Pattern [Barnston and Livezey 1987], and explains 36% of
the total signal in the region considered. The second EOF—approximately in quadrature with the first—is
related to the North Pacific Oscillation, and still accounts for about 20% of the overall signal variability. The
third EOF is mainly located over land, with high amplitudes over Siberia and anticorrelated signals over
Alaska at about the same magnitude. The last EOF considered here still explains about 8% of the total signal
and contains covarying signals centered at the location of the Aleutian Low and over the Arctic. The charac-
teristics of the corresponding surface winds derived from the regression are well aligned to the isolines of
the pressure anomalies and thus in line with the geostrophic balance assumed before.

We now attempt to find a functional relation between the CESM surface winds—as represented by the PCs
of the four leading EOF patterns of the SLP (Figure 3)—and OBP taken from the same model run. By
employing a robust multiple linear regression approach [Holland and Welsch 1977], we find that the PCs
one (regression coefficient s 5 1.2187), two (s 5 20.7607), and four (s 5 0.7147) are important for recon-
structing the time series of the North Pacific mass variation simulated in CESM from atmospheric quantities,
whereas the third pattern (s 5 20.0101) can be safely neglected. Note that neither employing a simple lin-
ear regression approach, nor including additional indices as predictors—we tested for example indices for
the Solar Cycle and for the Quasi Biennial Oscillation—significantly alters the results.

The PCs one, two, and four as well as their corresponding regression coefficients are subsequently applied
to reconstruct OBP from CESM SLP fields (Figure 4). The reconstruction compares well to the time series of
OBP simulated in the model: in particular, it captures all major features with realistic amplitudes. Both time
series correlate with 0.89 over the whole 145 years of the CESM experiment. The histogram of the residuals
(Figure 5a) is approximately normally distributed, suggesting that no major systematic effects have been
omitted in the functional model applied for the reconstruction.

5. Reconstruction of OBP From ERA-Interim SLP

Since OBP in the North Pacific is well reconstructed from only three modes of the atmospheric sea-level
pressure in CESM, it is straightforward to test whether the functional relationship identified in the CESM
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climate model experiment is transferable (i) to realistic wind and pressure distributions as synthesized by a
modern atmospheric reanalysis like ERA-Interim, and (ii) to measured OBP variations as observed by the sat-
ellite mission GRACE. From ERA-Interim, SLP fields and surface wind fields are available for this study over
24 years since 1989. For this period, also simulated OBP from an OMCT experiment forced with ERA-Interim
is available. GRACE OBP observations were acquired only in the second half of this period, between 2003
and 2012.

We project ERA-Interim SLP grids onto the three relevant EOF modes obtained from CESM and thereby
obtain three quasi PCs. Those quasi PCs are introduced into the regression model derived in the previous
section in order to again reconstruct the OBP variability from atmospheric conditions alone (Figure 6). Com-
pared to the simulated mass anomalies from OMCT, we note a generally good correspondence of the
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Figure 2. Leading four EOFs computed of detrended and deseasonalized atmospheric sea-level pressure from the 145 year-long CESM experiment. The vector field overlaid to the
atmospheric pressure patterns indicates the corresponding surface wind field.
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regression results as indicated by a correlation of 0.85. Amplitudes of the reconstruction are somewhat
weaker than the OMCT results, but anomalous peaks are generally well captured by the reconstruction.

Over the GRACE mission period, the correlation of the reconstruction with the satellite OBP observations is
lower (r50.70), whereas correlation with OMCT OBP remains at 0.85 also for this single decade. However,
amplitudes of the reconstructed signals are closer to the GRACE estimates than those of OMCT, a result that
is in line with previous findings of generally too high variability in the 1.875� configuration of OMCT. In a
more recent configuration of this numerical ocean model, these signal amplitudes are smaller and more in
line with GRACE observations [Dobslaw et al. 2013]. Deviations from the normal distribution in the histo-
grams of the residuals (Figure 5) are not significant due to the limited number of samples available for the
GRACE period. We therefore see clear empirical evidence that observed OBP variability in the North Pacific
is explained to a large extent by changes in the surface winds in the larger North Pacific area.

6. Relation of OBP to Dedicated Climate Modes

We now assess the question whether OBP variability in the central North Pacific as observed by GRACE is
related to a single mode of climate variability in the coupled atmosphere-ocean system. We are in particular
interested in this question, since a number of previous studies that analyzed GRACE-based OBP in the same
area arrived at the conclusion that OBP observed by GRACE is related to the El Ni~no Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) on interannual timescales [Song and Zlotnicki 2008; Chambers 2011]. If that would be indeed the

Figure 3. Time series covering the simulated years 100–124 of the principal components associated with the four leading EOF modes com-
puted from the 145 year-long CESM experiment. Individual PCs have been shifted vertically to allow for better readability.

Figure 4. Time variations of ocean bottom pressure averaged over the North Pacific as indicated in Figure 1 from the CESM experiment
(blue line), and as reconstructed from atmospheric sea-level pressure and the regression coefficients given in Figure 3 (black line). The cor-
relation between the simulated ocean bottom pressure and the reconstruction over the whole 145 years long period is r 5 0.89.
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case, GRACE OBP might be in principle considered as an additional proxy to represent that particular mode
within a composite index as the Multivariate El Nino Southern Oscillation Index [Wolter and Timlin 1998].

As the most prominent mode of interhemispheric large-scale climate variability, ENSO is driven by
atmosphere-ocean interactions in the tropics [Neelin et al. 1998; Chang et al. 2006], and is known to have a
number of teleconnections to middle and high latitudes. Here, we represent ENSO by means of the South-
ern Oscillation Index (SOI), which is defined as the double-standardized difference in sea-level pressure
between Tahiti (131� E; 13� S) and Darwin (210� E; 18� S).

As an alternative explanation, however, we consider the Northern Annular Mode (NAM), which describes
most of the nonseasonal atmospheric variability in the northern extratropics [Thompson and Wallace 2000].
The NAM explains about 20–30% of the total variance of the deseasonalized wind and geopotential height
fields and represents a meridional north-south shift of atmospheric masses, which coincides with a north-
south vacillation of the wind field around 55�–60� N and 30�–35� N. A typical definition of the NAM index
as given by Baldwin and Thompson [2009] considers the principal component of the first empirical

Figure 5. Histograms of the residuals between the reconstructed and simulated or observed ocean bottom pressure for (a) the 145 years long CESM experiment, (b) 10 years of GRACE
observations, (c) from 24 years of OMCT simulations forced with ERA-Interim, and (d) from 10 years of OMCT simulations forced with ERA-Interim that are concurrent with the available
GRACE observations.
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orthogonal function of the deseasonalized sea-level pressure north of 20� N. With those definitions, we cal-
culate SOI and NAM indices for both ERA-Interim and the CESM experiment.

To analyze the relations between the different climate modes and OBP, we calculate composite mean differ-
ences between maximum and minimum conditions of the related index. For this, maximum conditions are
defined by an index exceeding one standard deviation, while minimum months need to have an index
of<21 standard deviation. For ENSO (Figure 7), we note that the average Aleutian Low centered at 45� N,
160� W is about 7 hPa lower during El Ni~no compared to La Ni~na in both CESM and ERA-Interim. This is gen-
erally in line with the findings of Niebauer [1988] who describes the Aleutian Low to be about 2 hPa below
average during El Ni~no and about 3 hPa above average during La Ni~na, as long as only winter months are
considered. More recent assessments [e.g., Trenberth et al. 1998] generally confirm this relationship. In terms
of OBP, we find for El Ni~no a negative pressure anomaly at the northern flank of the subtropical gyre. Both
CESM and GRACE show in general a consistent pattern here, the shift of the OBP anomaly toward the
north-east is more likely related to sampling issues in the rather short observational period of GRACE.

Furthermore, the composite mean differences for the NAM (Figure 8) show a quite similar picture. For the
SLP, we identify a dominating pressure anomaly in the eastern part of the North Pacific that is even more
enhanced (10 hPa) than the anomalous Aleutian Low identified during El Ni~no conditions. Those changes in
atmospheric surface pressure and in the accompanying wind fields lead to notable changes in OBP in the
western North Pacific of more than 2 hPa in the observations, and even slightly larger anomalies in the
CESM climate model experiment.

Figure 6. Time variations of ocean bottom pressure averaged over the North Pacific as indicated in Figure 1 from the OMCT experiment
forced with ERA-Interim (blue line), as observed by the satellite gravity mission GRACE (red line) and as reconstructed from atmospheric
sea-level pressure from ERA-Interim (black line). The correlation between the ocean bottom pressure from GRACE and the reconstruction
over the 10 years long observational period is r 5 0.7.
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Those results on the impact of both tropical and extratropical climate modes on the North Pacific OBP vari-
ability are well in line with an analysis of the driving processes of the North Pacific atmospheric jets based
on ERA-40 re-analysis data [Li and Wettstein 2012]. For an extended winter season (November to April),
those authors find that the subtropical jet over the North Pacific is both thermally and eddy-driven, thereby
rather corresponding to the idealized ‘‘combined jet’’ model of Lee and Kim [2003]. Since thermal driving
essentially originates in the tropics and is communicated to higher latitudes by means of a time-variable
Hadley circulation, whereas eddy momentum flux convergence is rather related to midlatitude dynamics, it
is plausible that near surface wind conditions and thus OBP variability in the North Pacific are both corre-
lated to indices that characterize tropical and extratropical atmospheric variability.

Figure 7. Composite mean differences for the Southern Oscillation Index (Min-Max) of atmospheric sea-level pressure (left) and ocean bottom pressure from the 145 year-long CESM
experiment (top) and 10 years of ERA-Interim atmospheric pressure and GRACE ocean bottom pressure (bottom). The associated surface wind anomalies are overlaid to the atmospheric
pressure anomalies by means of vector plots.
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Beyond ENSO and NAM, there are several other natural climate variability modes that characterize the
atmospheric circulation pattern in the North Pacific. For example, the Pacific Decadal Oscillation [Mantua
and Hare 2002], typically characterized by a distinct temperature anomaly in the subtropical North Pacific, is
also connected with a sea level anomaly of about 2 hPa centered at the Aleutian Islands. Since this region
largely overlaps areas of SLP pressure changes related to ENSO and the NAM, and since it moreover has
been identified previously as a place where wind changes affect the OBP variability in the western subtropi-
cal North Pacific, we conclude that it is not possible to relate observed OBP anomalies unambiguously to
only one single climate mode, be it ENSO, NAM, or the PDO. It is rather the surface wind regime of a wide
area in the North Pacific that is reflected in the OBP.

Figure 8. Composite mean differences for the NAM index (Min-Max) of atmospheric sea-level pressure (left) and ocean bottom pressure from the 145 year-long CESM experiment (top)
and 10 years of ERA-Interim atmospheric pressure and GRACE ocean bottom pressure (bottom). The associated surface wind anomalies are overlaid to the atmospheric pressure anoma-
lies by means of vector plots.
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7. Summary

With the GRACE mission in orbit since 2002 and GRACE Follow-On in preparation for launch in 2017, it is
now feasible to monitor mass transport processes in the Earth system with monthly resolution at regional
scales larger than a few hundred kilometers in diameter. The mission concept essentially senses mass
anomalies on and below the Earth’s surface, thereby allowing to measure large-scale OBP variability and
their spatial gradients over the global oceans from space.

While disregarding eustatic sea-level variations related to mass exchange between continents and oceans,
OBP variability on regional scales is approximately explained by a local Sverdrup balance, relating the time-
variable mass transport to changes of the vertical component of the wind stress curl. At periods away from
the seasonal cycle, such signals are particularly prominent at moderate latitudes as, for example, in the
western subtropical North Pacific. By means of a multiple linear regression analysis of a 145 year-long cli-
mate model integration, we have shown that simulated OBP variability is reasonably well-reconstructed
from only three dominant variability modes of the atmospheric sea-level pressure in the North Pacific
region. Since OBP variability from GRACE is equally well-explained by the atmospheric pressure from ERA-
Interim, we conclude that GRACE-based OBP observations indeed carry integrated information about the
atmospheric surface pressure and wind field in the North Pacific area.

Although alternative ways exist for observing the large-scale pressure and wind variability over the extratropi-
cal North Pacific, we argue that GRACE-based OBP can be considered as a potential source of information for
the atmospheric conditions in the region. To explore this in detail, however, tailored data assimilation studies
following, e.g., the experimental set-up of Neef and Matthes [2012] need to be performed. Best results are
expected during boreal winter, where barotropic conditions dominate and surface wind characteristics are
therefore representative for the large-scale atmospheric flow in the lower troposphere.

We do not find, however, North Pacific OBP as observed by GRACE to be related solely to ENSO as it has
been suggested in previous studies [Song and Zlotnicki 2008; Chambers 2011]. Instead, we find also evi-
dence of an influence of extratropical atmospheric variability as characterized by the NAM on the surface
winds. This is consistent with an assessment of the characteristics of the subtropical atmospheric jet over
the North Pacific region by Li and Wettstein [2012], who found this jet to be driven both by tropical convec-
tion as well as by extratropical eddy momentum flux convergence. We therefore conclude that—instead of
being representative of any single climate index—GRACE-based OBP is an integrated measure of the atmos-
pheric surface pressure and wind conditions in the larger North Pacific area.
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